I am hoping to inspire everyone to Take Heart with this lovely contemporary canvas work
pin! If you take heart from something, you are encouraged and feel optimistic – so cheer
up and perk up while exploring the possibilities of opening your canvas.
Traditional open work uses weaving and wrapping so that the remaining canvas threads lay
flat in the same plain. Contemporary open work is characterized by withdrawing specific
canvas threads and reweaving them to make layers that intertwine. Sound confusing? Let’s
get going and it will all be clear very soon.

MATERIALS NEEDED
Canvas (your choice of color and count) 6" x 6"
4 shades of red/pink/white cotton floss (or another color or thread, if you like)
Sewing thread to match your canvas
Sharp pointed small scissors
Tapestry needle #26 or #24
Corsage pin
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STITCHING DIRECTIONS
Securing the Opening
The edge of the open area needs to be secured so that the canvas does not unravel once canvas threads
are cut out. Secure the big opening with small cross stitches over 1 canvas intersection.
Begin in the middle of the canvas and work a double row of cross stitches around the area that is going
to be opened following the graph below. Use 2 plies of the darkest red thread in your palette working 1
complete cross stitch at a time before moving to the next stitch. I like to start with an away waste knot
to begin each thread.

Away Waste Knot
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Opening the Matrix
Using a small pair of sharp scissors, cut the canvas
threads out as shown. Do not cut too close to the
securing cross stitches; leave a small amount of
canvas thread poking into the opening as shown.
After you have cut out the canvas threads as shown,
notice how the remaining threads weave over and
under each other.
You are going to enhance the intertwining by
wrapping pairs of threads that lay on the same plane
together to emphasize the layering.

Canvas with threads cut out

Same plane, wrap together

BEGIN HERE: These 3 canvas threads all lay on the
same plane and should be wrapped together.

These 2 threads are on different planes, so wrap
separately, that is, don’t wrap them together or you
lose the intertwining effect.

Different planes, wrap separately
Hints: If you are feeling confused, think about this. On even weave fabric (canvas), threads that are
next to each other lay on opposite planes which makes the canvas woven.
Every other thread lays on the same plane. If you were to number the threads 1, 2, 3, … the odd
numbered threads would be on one plane and the even numbered threads would be on the opposite
plane.
So if you cut out every other thread, the remaining threads lay on the same plane. Still a bit confusing?
Move on to the actual weaving and you will see as you pull same-planed groups together, the
intertwining magically happens!
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Weaving and Wrapping
Use 2 plies in your choice of colors. There is no right or wrong way to wrap or specific threads to wrap
together
Begin and end threads invisibly on the edges
where the cross stitches are securing the
edges.
Your tension should be gentle enough so
that the threads are just slightly pulled
together.
Be careful to wrap only elements that lie on
the same plane; do not wrap separate layers
back together.
You will need to turn your work over and
work from the back at times.
Weaving

Wrapping threads
Wrap 1, 2 or 3 threads together, securing the
ends in the cross stitch border.

Wrapping
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FINISHING THE DESIGN
Once you have finished filling the layered matrix, cross stitch the remaining hearts following the
diagram below using 2 plies of floss.

This heart is worked with a Rhodes stitch using 2 plies of red floss:
Color Key:
Color on chart Floss color
Black
Red
Dark gray
Dark pink
Gray
Light pink
White
White
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FINISHING THE EDGES

Four-Sided Stitch Fringed Edging
Use a single ply of sewing thread or 2 plies of floss to work each row, working over 3 threads of
canvas. Begin the first row with the darker pink floss.

Worked left to right (left handed)

Worked right to left (right handed)

Tips for making the Four-Sided Stitch Edging:
•
•
•
•

Stitches on the top are always vertical or horizontal.
Stitches on the back are always diagonal.
Pull stitches tightly to secure.
When you turn the corner and complete the first stitch, turn your work 90 degrees
clockwise and continue.
• Use a fine (thin) strong thread that matches the linen to work the pulled edging; do not
“snap” the thread with each stitch, rather pull gently until the linen threads come together
and lay side-by-side, but are not bunched up or overlapping.

Tips for Starting and Ending Threads
Be sure to start or end the thread so that the tail pulls the last stitch in the same direction it would have
gone, had it not ended. This will tighten the stitch, rather than pull it out of shape.
Threads may be started with an away waste knot in the line of stitching, but care must be taken to
ensure they are caught securely before being cut off. A small back stitch will ensure the tail does not
come out OR a longer away waste knot can be used and later woven into the completed stitches on the
back. Note that the away waste knot pierces the linen thread, so that it does not pull out when you
make the first stitch.

Beginning with an Away Waste Knot and securing back stitch.
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Changing Threads

Finish the bottom leg of the box with the old thread and secure it with a tiny back stitch, leaving a long
tail in the line of stitching that can be caught with the new thread.
Secure the new thread through the diagonal crosses on the back and come up at A; go down at B to
make the top leg of the box and come up at C to begin the new box. This will make an invisible join.

Multiple Rows
Work a second and third row of four-sided stitch on the
outside of the first row. The second row will share holes with
the first row and the third row will share holes with the second
row. Begin with any color you choose and work each row in a
lighter color for a gradient effect.

Fringing

Remove the 4th thread beyond the four-sided stitches all around the four sides. This will make a
“ditch” to cut off the excess canvas in a straight line.
Cut in the “ditch,” remove the excess canvas and unravel the remaining threads to make the fringe. The
fringe will be 3 threads wide; unravel all the threads up to the four-sided stitch edging.
Your finished Hearts can be worn as a lapel pin or mounted into a frame.

Catherine Jordan
3435 Pleasants Road
Powhatan, VA 23139
jordancd@verizon.net
www.CatherinesDesigns.net
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